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Siena Overpowers State In Final Football Encounter
State Hoopsters Mix Experience With Willingness

Siena Overpowers State

At the end of the first half, the score was 0-0. In the last 15 minutes of the game, Siena put on a show of power and skill. They came out of the locker room determined to win and made it clear that they were not there merely to fill out the score sheet. They were there to win, and they did.

Curtiss, Defeats To Sit In Rivalry Race

This week, a new team entered the race for the Rivalry Trophy. Curtiss, a small college, has been challenging the top teams for years. This year, they have managed to make it even with the new team. The result is a tie for the Rivalry Trophy.

Soft Mix Experience With Willingness

This week, the Soft team again played hard and showed great willingness. They were not afraid to take risks and make mistakes. This week, they used their experience to overcome the challenges they faced. Their teamwork and determination were truly inspiring.

State, St. Rose To Debate Today

The debate between State and St. Rose will be held today. The debate will be held in the campus auditorium and will be open to the public. The topic of the debate is yet to be announced. The debate is expected to be a thrilling event.

Life Saving Classes Hit All Time Record

There are more people taking life saving courses this year than ever before. The reason? The cost of living has gone up, and people are realizing the importance of being prepared. The classes are filling up quickly, and there are only a few spots left. Sign up now to ensure your place.

Camp Johnston Outing

This week, the students are having a great time at Camp Johnston. The weather is perfect, and everyone is enjoying themselves. The camp is located on the edge of the woods, and it's a great place to unwind.

Camp Johnston Ousting Scheduled For Week-end

At 8:30 P.M. on Friday, the students will be leaving for Camp Johnston. The trip will take about 2 hours, and everyone is excited to get away from the campus for a while. The camp is located on the edge of the woods, and it's a great place to unwind.

Forum Plans Debate

The Forum plans to hold a debate to symbolize the State spirit. The debate will be held this week, and it will be open to the public. The topic of the debate is yet to be announced. The debate is expected to be a thrilling event.

Men Organize, Form Social Club

Hayes, Hopkins, Stewart Head Faculty Big Eight

Student Council Offers Second Report On Union

Students To Quit Faculty
On "Information Please"
"If you don't give it, Army will take it.

* Anything. —

New Start, Maybe

Today War Activities Council is planning to open and get the entire student body into the organization during the afternoons. The program has been planned to come to the college for one day per week, starting October 30th with the Student Union which will also be represented. The students have been urged to be ready at any moment for a call to action.

Men Again

State College is about to witness the first organized group going on camp according to the announcement of the student body yesterday. This group will be made up of the students and men. The announcement was made by the Student Union about the group of students who would go on camp with the group.

Rate Reduction

Mr. Benson and Dr. Langey will be in Washington this week to secure a reduction in rates for the students. The new rates will be in effect for the spring semester of this year.

Rushees Urged To Follow Rules For Silent Period

Freshman rushees are urged to follow the rules for the Silent Period, that is the time when the campus is quiet. The Silent Period, which is under the direction of President Metz, includes the hours of 8 P.M. to 7 A.M. on weekdays and 9 P.M. to 7 A.M. on weekends. The rushees are requested to observe the rules and to cooperate with the authorities.

Christmas Package to Arrive As Third Big Light Presentation

The Christmas Package is to be presented as the third big light presentation on the campus. The package is to be given to the students on December 15th, the day before Christmas. The package will contain a variety of gifts, including a Christmas tree.
Sophs Shut-out Frosh, 2-0 In Rivalry Hockey Win

WAA Plans Varied Program For New Season

Buffet Supper, Formal Dinner Will Culminate Sorority Rushing

Veteran Education Aided By G.I. Bill of Rights

Bert Kiley, man about Heuvelton, and participation in them would be another...